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ASSYR. ramku, "PRIEST"= HEB. komer 

BY PAUL HAUPT 
Johns Hopkins University 

According to GB' the etymology of Heb. komer, "idol-priest," 
is unknown, but this word is evidently identical with Assyr. ramku, 
"priest." For the transposition cf. Assyr. dis'pu, "honey" = Heb. 

"Z'1; laxru, 
"ewe"=-b1'; 

diqaru, "pot"=' lp (ZAT, XXIX, 281, 
n. 4). Also Assyr. karpatu, "vessel," is the Syr. )N?~'; this, 
however, does not denote an "earthen vessel" or "crock," but a 
vessel of basket-work made water-tight with bitumen, 

.o "•b.UJ 

8..ii c.. 

.; it is connected with 
"E, 

"asphalt"; see BL, 129; 

EB"n, III, 481b; cf. Exod. 2:3 and the picture facing p. 14 of Kaulen's 

Assyr. und Bab.'. Similarly Heb. 10D seems to be the Assyr. 
lamassu, "colossal bull"; Heb. Cph, "strength" (with Z1 for ?. as 
in the nota accusativi 1R•= •V; cf. JAOS, XXVIII, 113, below; con- 
trast ZDMG, LXVIII, 370) is the Assyr. pusqu. Assyr. reti, "to 

erect, set up" (Eth. arte'a) is the Arab. 0 (4i. I f(j " ). 
Assyr. karmu, "heap," syn. SUl C, "raised, piled up" (in ana til u 
karm& utir, "I reduced to mounds and heaps") appears in Arabic as 
rakdm (Eth. kemr, plur. akmdr) and Assyr. tardku, or rather tardqu, 
"to break, part asunder, to be rent or torn," is found in the Qer6 of 
Eccles. 12:6 as pn'2 (=Assyr. ittariq) which is an older form of 

P1'1 with change of r to n as in , "creditor"= Assyr. rdAS or 

1 AG2=Delitzsch, Assyr. Grammatik. AJSL= American Journal of Semitic Lan- 

guages. AL=Delitzsch, Assyr. Lesestilcke. BDB=F. Brown, Heb. Lexicon. BL= 

Haupt, Bibl. Liebeslieder. EB1I= Encyclopcedia Britannica. GB= Gesenius-Buhl, Hebr. 
Handwarterbuch. GJV=Schfirer, Geschichte des jildischen Volkes im Zeitalter Jesu 
Christi. GK = Gesenius-Kautzsch, Hebr. Grammatik. H W= Delitzsch, Assyr. Hand- 
worterbuch. ICC= International Critical Commentary. JAOS= Journal of the American 
Oriental Society. JBL=Journal of Biblical Literature. JHUC= Johns Hopkins Uni- 

versity Circulars. KB= 
Schrader," 

Keilinschriftliche Bibliothek. OLZ= Orientalistische 
Literaturzeitung. SBO T=Haupt, The Sacred Books of the Old Testament. WF= Wellhausen- 
Festschrift (Giessen, 1914). ZAT =Zeitschrift fiir die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft. 
ZDMG=Zeitschrift der deutschen Morgenldndischen Gesellschaft. Kings, Ezekiel= Critical 
Notes' on Kings and Ezekiel in SBOT. S=Greek Bible. Gv= Vaticanus. 

(-L=Lucianic recension. %= Syriac Bible. U= Targum. = Jerome's Vulgate. Cf. AJSL, XXVI, 
204; ZDMG, LXIII, 530. 
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ASSYR. ramku, "PRIEST" =HEB. komer 65 

Arab. nd'ib, "attorney" = Heb. =2 (ZDMG, LXIII, 517, 1. 14; AJSL, 
XXVI, 19, 1. 9). Arab. a') has the privative (ZDMG, LXIV, 

704, 711) meaning "to mend" rents; cf. the denominative Heb. verb 

p1t and AJSL, XXVI, 241, n. *. [See now GB16 sub =In and 

Cp1, p. xvii, ad p. 350; p. xix, ad p. 776.] 
Assyr. ramku, "priest," does not mean libator (Zimmern, Bab. Rel., 

76) but lustrator (see op. cit., 113, 224b). Lustrare is connected with 
lavare. Dr. Schrank in his dissertation Priester und Bilsser in babyloni- 
schen Siihnriten (Leipzig, 1907), p. 3, follows Jensen (KB, VI, 368) 
in explaining ramku as "washed, cleansed, purified." AL5 (1912) 
still adheres to the rendering "to libate." The original meaning is 
"to water," which may mean "to put water into" or "upon," i.e., 
"to irrigate, soak, wash, remove by ablution, purify," and "to give 
to drink." The stem 

,p'1, 
which we have also in the original form 

of the name of Damascus, Ddr-masqi (AJSL, XXVI, 26)="settle- 
ment in a well-watered region," may be connected (cf. AJSL, XXIII, 
248) with =3"' t:li; cf. Syr. '2p, "reservoir," and X'2p which 
is used also of water for rinsing the mouth. In Assyrian we have 

qdbu (for qabiu), "reservoir, trench" (HW, 577a). 
In Arabic we find this ramdku= kamdru in the form mdkara= 

sdqd, "to irrigate." Arab. rdmaka has the meaning "to halt" in 
order to water the camels, but the original meaning is simply "to 
water." Arab. dnhala, "to water," on the other hand, means origi- 
nally "to halt" (AJSL, XXII, 198; ZAT, XXIX, 286, n. 5). In 
Assyrian we find, not only ramdku and kamdru, but also makdru 
(HW, 622, 337, 408). All three stems mean "to water." In II Kings 
12:6, 8 

~_2 
(see GB15, s.v.) means "donor," Lat. largitor. The 

objection raised by Konig in his Worterbuch, that the suffixes in 

i•2 
and tr 

'i- 
n militate against my explanation, is gratuitous; we 

may safely translate II Kings 12:8: "Ye shall no longer take [i.e., 
'"appropriate," "get for your own use"] the money [received] from 
your donors" (or "benefactors"). Nor is Sanda's criticism (in his 
commentary on Kings) valid. 

Makdru is the original form of the stem (AJSL, XXIII, 247), 
whereas ramdku and kamdru are transposed doublets (WF, 220, vi, 
1. 7). Even ?t", "stud," means originally "watering-place"; horses 
must be watered every day, whereas camels may go without water 
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for four or five days; see my paper on the "City of Asses" (Assyr. 
dlu a im"r 9u) in ZDMG, LXIX. "Stud" and "steed," as well as 
German Stute, "mare," are originally identical; a "steed" is a "stud- 
horse." The term "stud" means originally "stand"; it is derived 
from the root sta-, "to stand." In German, Stand is the common 
term for a stall in a stable; a box-stall is a Kastenstand. Lithuanian 
stodas denotes a "drove of horses," just as Syr. N.i=" has this mean- 

ing, whereas 10=1 in Hebrew means "stud," and Arab. rdmakah 
denotes a "mare" (AJSL, XXIV, 158). For the connection between 
studs and water cf. Strabo, 212,752. In Arabic, 

i•.. 
is an "inclosure" 

or "pen" for animals (cf. AJSL, XXVII, 46, n. 13), whereas t.l)1 
is a "conduit" or "canal," lit. a place where water runs 

(• 
= JL). 

The cuneiform kumirtu (see GB5S, s.v. ith) which Assurbanipal 
uses of an Arabian priestess (cf. Syr. N •'ll , "priestess"; 1•'21D 

Ntrnn=, 
"vestal virgin") points to a form kumeru= kumdru, just as 

imeru, "ass"= imdru. We have the same vocalic assimilation (L)Lol) 
in surm&nu, " cypress" = urmdnu; kuseru, " fitness" = kusiru; unequ, 
"kid"= unaqu, Arab. 

•.L 
; unnenu, "prayer"= hunndnu; cf. 

01132 n; see Kings, 121, 13; 262, **. We may point :t2'- (cf. 0 

XwoapeLy in II Kings 23:5) instead of 1721' (GK28, 93, r) and this 
diminutive (Ezekiel, 64, 36) may be contemptuous ("priestling"). 
Also 

n•=•, 
"gloom," should be pointed 

rn/:2 
(WF, 221, below). 

There is no connection between 
•i1, "priestling," and il02, "to 

be dark"; but Eth. kerdmt, "winter," means originally the "dark 
season" (contrast AJSL, XXIII, 247).1 In Syriac the month of 
Shebat is called (?n 

1••'1) M`27 •r ', 
"the gloomy month" 

(which makes everything gloomy). Esarhaddon (AL5, 79, 14; cf. 
OLZ, XVII, 344) refers to the snow, cold, and severity of the frost 
in the month of Shebat (alg, qu, dannat xalpt). It might be well 
to add that Assyr. qqu, "cold," is the Heb. 1, "heat, summer," 
just as Greek Kavua, "summer-heat," is used of extreme cold. Lat. 

pruina means "hoar-frost, snow, winter," whereas pruna denotes a 
"live coal." Extreme heat and cold produce similar sensations: les 

1 Sanda's explanation (following Dav. Mill and Rosenmiller; cf. Nowack's Hosea, 
1880, p. 184) that Heb. komer = kdmiru, "burner, kindler" (see his commentary on Kings, 
1912, II, 341), is untenable. 
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extremes se touchent. Milton (Par. Lost, II, 595) says, "Cold performs 
the effect of fire." Arab. & is used of the effect of both heat 
and cold. Assyr. ku-uV-gu must be read qigu, which stands for 

quffugu (cf. 
t.bu=tuiiubu, 

n~ixu= nuuuxu). The readings kunnu, 
turru (AL5, ix; A G2, p. 328) instead of kUnu, tMru are incorrect. 
The adjective qdgP is a form like maxr2, "first"; ddrn, "everlasting" 

(AJSL, I, 179, n. 4), or 
p.. 

The noun taq~dtu, on the other 

hand, must be derived from a stem '1p. Xalpi, "frost" (stem phi), 
means literally "covering" (of ice-needles). Also Heb. 

'I•-•, 
"hoar- 

frost, rime," has the same primary connotation (BL, 127, below). 
Dannatu, "severity," lit. "strength" (*ii ), is connected with Syr. 
Nr'T, 7"thick branch," "big stick." The stem N'1, "to judge," 

might mean originally "to exercise power" (4 ) but din, "law" 
(and "religion"), is ultimately Sumerian; see ZDMG, LXIII, 513, 
n. 5; N6ldeke, Beitr. z. semit. Sprachwissenschaft, p. 41, n. 2; Neue 
Beitr., p. 39; Delitzsch, Sumer. Glossar, p. 134; Zimmern, Akkad. 

Fremdwarter, p. 24. 

Bezold, Orient. Diplom., 92, combined Assyr. kamiru in the Amarna 
tablets (Knudtzon, p. 1434) with Syr. N• 

% 
-T=Heb. "'Ib, but Peiser 

(cited in Muss-Arnolt) was right in explaining kamir as "eunuch." 
We must not read kdmiru, but kamiru, "emasculated," a privative 
passive participle of y, "to be virile," from which we have 

bi)s 
-, 

lit. "a woman who has been manned," i.e., who has had 

carnal knowledge of man. Similarly the original meaning of 
,21T 

is 
"twig, branch, yard," which is used also (like KavXo6S) for the "virile 
member," 'i2T; but Arab. zdmira means "to be unmanly" ( 

~i!J) just as Heb. ')T means "to prune" (Arab. , i.e., "to 

lop off twigs" or "branches" (AJSL, XXVI, 2). 
Heb. 

")2" 
= Assyr. ramku occurs, not only in II Kings 23:5; Hos. 

10:5; Zeph. 1:4, but also in Hos. 4:4 where we must read '•12 =,' 

•il 
V "D 

,, 
"Like people, like priestery; like prophets, like Aaron- 

ites," i.e., the priestlings of Baal will fare like the people, and the 
so-called priests of JHVH like the prophets. For the repetition of D 
see BDB, 454a, below; GB'5, 327a, 4; GK28, ? 161, c; cf. Koran 2:16: 

Q.j) 
dxiA OUt ikj r•. The suggestion that the affixed 
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? of 127 should be prefixed to the following '11 of •'~=l1 was 
made by Beck (quoted in Wiinsche's commentary) who proposed to 
read ;' 't ~21, "and my people (0 6 "Xa is ov) are like their 

priests," whereas the conjecture that ='1 in I'Z'"i= represents a cor- 

ruption of X= was advanced by Duhm (ZAT, XXXI, 20, below; 
cf. Marti's commentary, p. 40). But N`= ,' i 11:i 07 is 

preferable to Duhm's ~iM l C.I 7 071, although Duhm's 
restoration is superior to the other emendations of this crux inter- 

pretum, e.g., Michaelis' It- Y''i~ V"Y, "Thy people are like my 
adversaries, 0 priest"; Heilprin: ;7'2 1' '7 % = 7)1, "Thy people 
are like its accusers, 0 priest"; W. R. Smith: "D *=2 ~1*1 "8v, 
"Thy people have rebelled against me, 0 priest"; Oort: '=I 

"?.M 71 , "With thee is my strife, 0 priest"; Mosapp (ZA T, V, 185): 

S~' T',t au71, which is supposed to mean "Thy people idolatrize 
like their priestery"; Ruben: 1li '771, "and my people are like 

thee"; Bewer (JBL, XXI, 111): J ='I= Y91, "Thy people is 

namely striving thus"; Riessler (cf. JBL, XXXII, 111, n. 13): C7 

tIT VIZ ', "The people of the Lord, the more they increased." 
T 

--. Peiser, Hosea (Leipzig, 1914), p. 33, note bb, thinks that 
"Z'107t may 

be a gloss to 8:12, where he reads instead of 'n:n= 2'I '1v'2' -rI I 

1f23 '1"t-w1, " I wrote for her many instructions, they were deemed 
alien": 

1•2iMV •I' 521rt, "My accusers were regarded like 
Tubal." 

Hos. 4:4 is not Hoseanic; on the other hand, the hemistich in 
vs. 9a, ~ ti '~M@ 1?1, "'Like the people the priest will fare," is 

genuine. The entire section 4:1-5 is secondary;2 it consists of two 
five-line stanzas with 2+2 beats, whereas the genuine poems in 

chaps. 4-6 are written in triplets with 3+3 beats. Chap. 6 contains 

nothing but glosses, just as chap. 3 consists of secondary and tertiary 

1 Peiser's reconstruction of the Book of Hosea is impossible, just as impossible as 
his reconstruction of Ps. 16 in OLZ, XIII, 6 (contrast the reconstruction in JA OS, XXXII, 
124). Peiser does not seem to know the literature on the OT; otherwise he would not 
have stated in his preface that (apart from the study of the Ancient Versions) the OT had 
not been treated from a purely philological point of view, and that his Habakkiuk, pub- 
lished in 1903, was the first attempt to reconstruct a complete text with excision of 
glosses. My reconstruction of the closing section of Ecclesiastes was published (June, 
1891) in JHUC, No. 90; the first part of SBOT was issued in 1893; my critical edition 
of the Hebrew text of Canticles appeared in 1902 (reprinted from AJSL, XVIII, 193- 
245; XIX, 1-32; July and October, 1902). 

2 Contrast Gressmann-Gunkel's AT, parts 6-7 (G6ttingen, 1910), p. 366. 
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additions (cf. my paper on "Hosea's Erring Spouse" in JBL, 
XXXIV). Chap. 5 should precede chap. 4, just as chap. 8 must be 

prefixed to chap. 7. Similarly the first section of Joel's ancient 
poem on the locusts appears in chap. 2 of that Maccabean homily, 
whereas the second section is contained in chap. 1; see my trans- 
lation in ?ENIA (Athens, 1912), p. 389; cf. AJSL, XXVII, 43, n. 1, 
and my reconstruction of the Hebrew text in The Boston Jewish 
Voice, November 14 and 28, 1913. 

The last two triplets (vii and viii) of the genuine Hoseanic poem 
in chaps. 4-6 should be read as follows: 

1 I 1 11 1V 1b1 

I I I I I I 

I I I:** I I I 

'j ~7 13 (v) 9 (() 4:14b (a) 

~~3~~n~~ P~n~~- i~ ~ =w'rl:Z-5Y -JpDN IpbnXH 14a (8) 

For 'b"75t7, at the end of the second line, point c5'1 ; cf. 
GK28, ? 119, x. Similar constructions are found in Syriac, e.g., *ME 

=P7:b'7 1', "they were so tired that they could not bury [the dead]." 
Cf. Noldeke, Syr. Gr.2, ? 249, E; Duval, ? 366, d. For the first line 
of the second triplet cf. Lev. 21:9; 20:10, 12. 

The second hemistich of the following line means literally "They 
will be caused to fornicate, but they will not penetrate," i.e., when 

they desire to have sexual intercourse, they will be impotent to 

perform the act. Luther rendered correctly, "Es soll ihnen nicht 

gelingen," which reminds me of the parody of the participial con- 
structions of the old king of Bavaria, Ludwig I (1825-48): "Ob der 
sch6nen Lola Montez, niemals habend selbst gekonnt es." 0 

'r6pvev- 
oav Kat 

o0i p, KarEvOV'woU-VT has the same meaning. 0 may have read 
1YT' (Oort). This, however, must not be derived from M's ; the 
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Hithpael in I Sam. 29:4, I~i ?-MT 7Zir M i=, "Whereby can 
he ingratiate himself with his master ?" has an entirely different 

meaning; it is not equivalent to b-JAIt 
() 
)5 ) 1 )(; cf. Syr. 

(t5) .' 

"3_•n 
, "to be reconciled," Arab. 9. The reading 

1P•2 must be derived from TV, "to make straight or erect"; 

Syr. 
"•_-M. 

means "to stand erect." - 0 KarevfbzeeU is the exact 

equivalent of 7*1; it means also (like TT) "to steer" a ship; cf. 
Assyr. tard4u, "to stretch, straighten, direct" (tardu ?a pdni= Syr. 

r171 yTr, "to direct the gaze"). Arab. 
v5 

means "to be strong 

and firm," originally "straight, erect, rigid, stiff, tight, tense, taut" 

(p4~ c9). P Some Hebraists seem to have confounded 0 eVOUetl 

with e'0veZcraa. While 6 may have read 'I ", I believe that 

11'I is the original reading. Penetration may denote intromission 
of the intromittent organ;' EB", XVIII, 27a, below, states, "Accord- 

ing to English law the slightest degree of penetration is sufficient to 
constitute the crime of rape." For 

.T. 

we must read the passive 

?TiT~1 
(the omission of the prefixed I is due to haplography). Also 

in vs. 18 we must read the Hophal: 3I r I I I.' 'rTM MIT 
t31:32, "They are wanton [lit. "have been made wanton"] and 

depart from me, preferring disgrace to their glory" (idolatry to true 

religion). The preposition "'IMMI (cf. 1:2) appears in the received 
text after 11=R in the corrupt form 1=1-. Similarly we must read 
in the gloss 5:3b: ZNIV"=M2 =~Nrt mrN wn1 ~, nN't, "Thou 

I I I I I:' I 

hast been made wanton, O Ephraim, defiled is Israel's nation." 
Also in Amos 7:17 we must point: ~T ~ '1732l 71H. The Mas- 
sorites have often not recognized the passive forms; in Hag. 2:22, 
e.g., we must read 9 , from o''1, not 1~1•", from ""'. 

For It= in the last line see AJSL, XXVI, 94. The "wind" 
in the first hemistich refers to the violent disturbance in the political 
atmosphere, which will sweep away Israel. The prophet is the 

storm-petrel foretelling the tempest. The Assyrian kings call them- 
selves abib tamxari, "the whirlwind of battle"; they prostrate and 
overwhelm (isdxapi2, isdpan?; cf. Heb. Mr ; Ethiop. safdna, Amhar. 
ganafa) their enemies like a cyclone (ababii) or like a heavy squall 

1 Cf. Arab.A Y41 rL 
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(ktma imbari; see HW, 4, 79, 493, 508). Cf. the second stanza of 
Amos' final poem which appears in the received text at the beginning 
of the book (OLZ, X, 309): 

S1:13 I I I I 

I I I I I I 

41'11'1I tH 14 (y) ' () •• 1 13 (a) 

1:13 aFor the threefold crime of PAmmon, 
aye, fourfold! I will requite her! 

For they ripped up Gilead's women 
with child, to enlarge their borders.' 

14 At Rabbah's wall I'll kindle 
a fire devouring their mansions 

With clamor on the day of battle, 
with a storm on the day of the whirlwind. 

15 Their king will go into exile, 
he and his princes together.v 

(a) 1: 13 thus JHVH said ( ) the Sons of (y) 14 said JHVH 

For "irreverent, careless of God" in gloss a (Hos. 4:14b) cf. 
Haupt, Ecclesiastes, n. 1 on II. Heb. 

=2b. 
means literally "he will 

be knocked down." For the post-biblical t=5, "to disquiet, per- 
turb,". cf. the biblical synonym MPID, "to be disquieted, troubled," 
which means originally "to be kicked." The primary connotation 
of Syr. 

9'5, 
"to incite," is "to push." If Assyr. 

lubdt.u 
(see Kiichler, 

Med., 149) denotes "paralysis," the original meaning would be 
"stroke" (German Schlag, iro7rkXLia). The stem labdiu is con- 
nected with labdnu and labdau, "to throw down" (HW, 370-71), just 
as Assyr. xubtu, "booty," corresponds to Arab. 

J.6L 
and X 

(Kings, 207, *; AJSL, XXIII, 252). The b6 in gloss 6 is scriptio 
plena of the emphatic la, "verily"; see GB15, 370a, below [cf. GB16, 
xvii, ad 374a]. 

lIt was not a war of vengeance, but merely a war of conquest. 
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The two Hoseanic triplets may be translated as follows: 

4: 9 Like the people the priest will fare,a 
PI'll requite him for his deeds. 

6b Since thou hast rejected reverence, 
I'll reject thee as a priest to me. 

Thou forgottest the law of thy God, 
so I shall forget thy children. 

13b vYour daughters will play the harlot, 
your brides will commit adultery.3 

10a They will eat, but will not be sated; 
though their lust be excited, they'll fail. 

19 With its wings the wind will inwrap them, 
they'll be left in the lurch by their altars. 

(a) 4: 14b the irreverent people will fall (9) 9 I'll punish them for their actions 

(y) 13 therefore (8) 14a I'll punish your harlot daughters and your adulterous brides 

The gloss 4:1-5 should be prefixed to the first triplet of the 
second section of this Hoseanic poem, i.e., 4:16-18 (followed by 14b, 
13a, 12a). The first section begins with 5:1, 2. The two stanzas 
of this secondary section must be read as follows: 

S4:1 
I I I I 

I I I I 

I I I I 

:H~f~~~7~S'1~r -i;r~n 10blbv>~ 4: 1(a) 

: r~ 11 7 3 (E) ~ ~ 2 (8) 
r 6a 3 (5) 

~D 6a~~ (at) 
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The order in which the infinitives of vs. 2 are given above is 
more appropriate than the sequence found in the received text. For 
12'1 and 1957 we must read 7'?3 and 571), which is a tertiary 
gloss. Vs. 4 implies that all classes of society and all parties are 

responsible for the impending doom, no one can accuse the other. 
The "night" is the disaster of the Northern Kingdom (AJSL, 
XXVII, 2, iv; XXI, 151, n. 106) and the " Mother" is the metropolis, 
Samaria (WF, 201, n. 25; ZAT, XXXIV, 114, 229). For '17=7 (and 

'21• in -q) see ?? 36, 67 of Dr. Schick's dissertation on ':1 and t=31 
(JBL, XXXII, 234, 243). For 

t"'ki, 
which must be inserted 

in after '1"w in y, cf. Ps. 31:7 and Jon. 2:9 (AJSL, XXIII, 257). 
For ISCR' at the end of vs. 3 (gloss ?) we must read '113". 

These two secondary stanzas may be rendered as follows: 

4:1 Hear my words, ye Sons of Israel! 
A strife has JHVH with the denizens of the land: 

a There is no truth or kindness, no reverenceg in the land:7 
2 Lying and cursing, adultery and theft, 

Burglary and murder, bloodshed upon bloodshed!8 

3 eThe land laments, all its denizens grieve;? 
But let no man strive, or reprove another! 
Like people, like priestery; like prophet, like Aaronites. 

5 Thou wilt fall today, and so will the prophet. 
With thee will be night: I'll destroy thy Mother.n 

(a) 4: 1 for (9) of God 
(y) 10b For JHVH they forsook to regard vain idols (8) 2 slaying 

11 Lewdness, and wine, and must muddle brains. (C) 3 therefore 
(() 3 With the beasts of the field and the birds of the air, 

Even the fishes of the sea are mournful. 
(') 6a My people were destroyed for lack of reverence. 

Also the passage in 10:5 is secondary; it is a gloss to 10: 6b, 
where we must transpose the two hemistichs,' thus reading: =?2 1 

S SN ME IX=M I=121 N2 

.. 
' 

2,, 
"But Israel's idol will fail her, 

disgrace will come over Ephraim." The gloss in vs. 5 should be 
read as follows: 

1 Cf. AJSL, XXII, 203, n. 17, 1. 4, Kings 279, 45, and my remarks on Ps. 110:6 in 
my paper "Nach der Weise Melchisedeks," in ZA T, XXXVI. 
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" .7 oil;-' v 10: 5 
I I 

I I I I 

I I I I 

I701 04=I1Mp 

:1~8 n5;-:~ ?Zj-is lnbt-t: 

1~~11~~? i?.rpx6a.B 
rm•~ (F) 'Il••~~ ($) 1~ 

(7) 
b 

(/3) "K'•'•• 10"5 
(a) 

For r1*9T we must read 15*V ( (0 rcT ^ &ox). Both M131 
and V'5;P were written 'Ib;> and 'bP (cf. AJSL, XXVI, 205, ii). 
Also "'l at the end of the preceding verse stands for 3"t (constr. 
~0 K). aro(cKOiV7r sa.ipttLpa does not show that we must read 

~i~ ; the singular It= may be collective. Even '"11;" is not 

impossible, but the final I of '1"3 may be due to dittography of 
the ' 

(AJSL, XXVI, 207, below). The omission of the preforma- 
tives in b=3' and M53' is due to haplography. For '1'Y read 
1*'5". But we must not read 

••5"il 
instead of 

~-~'; 
the active 

would never have been corrupted into the passive (GK28, ? 121, a). 
For =i' "b2b 

read ='V1 " jt (cf. Zn 
"•b2 iMp in Ps. 48:3 and 

Matt. 5:35) = Assyr. ?arru rabfi, i.e., the king of Assyria. 
The four lines of the gloss in Hos. 10:5 may be rendered as 

follows: 

10: 5 For their calf a are afraid Samaria's dwellers, 
Her people and priesteryv will mourn for it. 
They will wail for its glory, for from her it will part. 

6a It will be carried off8 8to the great king. 

(a) 10:5 of Beth-Aven. (9) for (,) for it. (8) 6 to Assyria (e) as a gift 

In Zeph. 1:4 we must read: 

my 
-••Y~ t-) P- * 

n 1:4 ( 
I I I I I 

1:4 I have stretched out my hand against Judah, 
athe denizens of Jerusalem; 

I shall cut off from this place 
Pthe name of the priestery.v 

(a) 1: 4 all (3) the remnant of Baal (y) with the Aaronites 
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For the last hemistich cf. the Maccabean addition in Hos. 2:19 
where 37=2 1 17~2i1T refers to the Greek gods, also vs. 4b of (the 
Maccabean) Ps. 16 (JAOS, XXXII, 124). The TR N TRI in Hos. 
2:2 is Simon, the founder of the Hasmonean dynasty, who was 

appointed hereditary ruler (military, civil, and spiritual) in Sep- 
tember, 141 B.c. (GJV4, I, 249). The "brothers" and "sisters" 
referred to in the following verse (Hos. 2:3) are the Jews rescued 

by Simon and Judas Maccabaeus from Galilee and Gilead in 164 B.c. 
(AJSL, XXIII, 25; XXVII, 49). 

E has 1"Vl'-' 
~,• t2 

r*E-: t=? n for tv 
vn'z2r =i nx 

=1sth; 
also in Hos. 10:5 we find "M1MbS, "his servants" or 

"worshipers," for 1'I%=; but in II Kings 23:5 E renders: • •2•. 
For "? 

W 
2't "7Z 1 (Hos. 4:4) E gives 'EIt I j 271, 

"thy people quarrel with their teachers " (Z R MXrI RMbt 1 t271, 
"thy people is like a contending priest"; 0 b Xabs iov c~s 

•rLXey6- 
/evos iepeb•s, "my people is like a contested priest"). J has aru- 

spices in II Kings 23:5 and aeditui in Hos. 10:5; Zeph. 1:4, whereas 
Z has R'l11 in all three passages. OV has 

XWMlape•L 
(OL iepqeZ) 

in II Kings 23:5, but in Hos. 10:5 5 (Kal KaO' 7SraperwKpaaaTa airbv) 
seems to have interpreted the last four letters of 1"•7=' as the 
Aramaic Pael of '1"2 (1"1••; in Syriac, 

"•_.2 
is used as Pael of 

T12). For 7rapacrLKpaiveLr cf. Heb. 3:16. In Zeph. 1:4 0 has Kal 
4ap& r 70 vro7rov ro&rov ra Y6v6ara rS BaaX Kal rTi a6/Vara 

rwv 

tepewv, reading 
1.2T 

instead of "NI1 and omitting the gloss 

Dt3'7 107 (for 
lepe•s== t".- 

cf. @L in II Kings 23:5). Nowack 

regards 1t3llD7t I2O 1 a secondary addition; Duhm, on the 
other hand, leaves bV= nb= bR in the text, and eliminates 12 
•MTl 31p, 

and Dt037h DS (ZAT, XXXI, 94). Cf. also J. M. P. 

Smith, Micah, Zephaniah and Nahum (ICC), pp. 186, 192. 

1 Simson, Hosea (1851), p. 128, conjectured that iepet• was miswritten for Lepei6. 
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